NVRHA
Board of Directors Meeting
February 10, 2014
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Dave Currin called the meeting to order at 5:15 pm.
Members Present‐ Debbie Raymond, Bill Hauschildt, Donna Stewart, Becky Grant, Paulette Marshall,
Curtis Jones, Dave Currin, Bob Schubbe, Susan Heyvaert, Cori Atteberry, Alecia Heinz, Channing Hawks,
Jay Henson, Shane Bangerter, Jeffrey Heyer, Maribeth Darras, and Carol Ackerman.
Members Absent‐ Dave McCollum
Dave Currin welcomed the Board and also the addition of NVRHA’s two new Directors, Alecia Heinz and
Jeffrey Heyer.
1. Minutes Review‐ Debbie Raymond
Debbie R. reported that there was a correction to the previous Minutes, the correction was made and
sent to the Board via e‐mail. The Board was asked if there were any further corrections to Minutes,
having none, Donna Stewart moved to accept the Minutes. Jeffrey Heyer was 2nd and the Motion
Passed.
2. Treasurer’s Report‐ Carol Ackerman
The Board was sent via e‐mail the P/L statement and the Treasurer’s Report.
As of February 10, 2014:
1. Profit/ Loss for 2013‐ Loss of ‐$1,282.67.
2. Money in the bank as of February 10, 1014‐ $21,715.98.
3. 1099’s for contract labor have been processed and mailed.
4. Information has been taken to Kurt Goetsch, CPA to prepare 2013 tax return. (He will donate his
services again to prepare the tax return).
Dave C. felt NVRHA should send a note of thanks to Mr. Goetsch for donating his services. Dave Currin
said he will send the note personally.
Alecia Heinz had some questions about the profitability of the Golden Horse Event. It was decided that
she and Carol Ackerman meet and discuss the financial aspects of that Event.

Becky Grant addressed the Board concerning the agreement that was made with the Affiliates, that any
monies over $10,000.00 (from the auction) be split among the Level 2 Affiliates. The amount to be
distributed is $3,195.01. Dave Currin said that Becky G. has a plan to distribute the funds to the
Affiliates. Carol A. asked if she was to distribute the monies and Becky G. said she will contact Affiliates
personally to distribute funds.
Donna S. said she is concerned about the financial picture of NVRHA now and into the future. Dave C.
responded that the Board has taken corrective action to cut costs through tie‐breakers and adopting
original intent. NVRHA will closely watch the effect of these changes.
Dave Currin asked Carol Ackerman and Robin Mercier to create a budget for 2014 that is a true
reflection of financial issues for 2014.
Motion to accept the Treasurer’s Report was made by Becky Grant with Bob Schubbe as 2nd. Motion
Carried.
3. Tie‐ Breakers‐ Jay Henson
a. Scoring Program‐
Jeffrey Heyer has developed a computer program to use for tie‐breakers to aid in more accurate score‐
keeping. Jay Henson submitted a list of tie‐breakers, going 6 deep, for each of the 5 classes. This was
given to the Board and the Board accepted the list, to be incorporated into the program.
b. Finalize the writing of the major Rule Changes/ Conformation Score Sheets‐
The Board discussed and finalized the changes to the 2014 Rule Book. Becky Grant reported that Ranch
Conformation can be judged at anytime during the Event weekend. This was intended to be in the 2013
rule book, but was omitted in error. It will now be included in the addendum for 2014.
Cori Atteberry will send the final version to Debbie Raymond and this will be distributed to the Board.
Motion was made by Susan Heyvaert to accept to Rules/ Conformation Score sheets, with a 2nd by
Paulette Marshall. Motion Carried.
c. Distributing Rule Changes to the members‐
The 2014 rule changes will be posted on the web site, and will automatically be sent to the Judges and
Lifetime members. The members will receive, upon renewal of their membership, a copy with their 2014
card.
Dave Currin reported that NVRHA currently has on hand 200‐ 2013 Rulebooks. It will be more cost
effective to print an addendum for 2014, and then in 2015 print a new Rulebook.
4. Procedure for Judge Certification‐ Jay Henson

Jay H. feels that NVRHA needs a more stream lined approach for the Judge Certification process. Dave
Currin asked Cori Atteberry to write an Office Procedure so as to eliminate confusion and to clarify this
process. This written Procedure is to be approved by the Office and Jay Henson.
Jeffrey Heyer will develop a program to average the scores for each Event and each Judge. This would
give NVRHA a tool to monitor if a Judge is scoring too high or too low.
Dave C. also felt that the Judges training using Skype/ Go to Meeting was very important. NVRHA needs
to use this resource to get the Judges trained and keep them current on new Rules. Jay H. told the Board
that the first Skype Judges Training will be held in Minnesota.
5. Floor for Championship Points‐ Cori Atteberry, Bob Schubbe, Susan Heyvaert
Cori A., acting as Chair on this committee, spoke to the Board. The committee has determined that the
revised ROM rule and Championship tie‐breakers will cut the number of Champion points by
approximately 64%. The purpose of a floor has now shifted to the quality of scores, which would
determine that members have reached a Level of Achievement. The committee will continue to study
the 2014 Event information to see if a recommendation can be made. The Board at the National Finals
voted to rescind the Points Floor for further study. The Board agreed on Original intent and tie‐breakers
to help with amount of points cascading.
Dave Currin felt we still need further study, but will go with the vote taken at National Finals. The Floor
for Championship Points to be discussed at the June Board Meeting, for further review.
6. 2014 Schedule Finalization‐ Affiliate Chairs
Arizona, Colorado, Northern Lights, South Central/ Hugoton, and Wisconsin have their schedules
finalized.
a. Maribeth Darras reported that they are still working on the California schedule.
b. Curtis Jones said they are currently trying to put their schedule together in New Mexico.
c. Alecia Heinz told the Board that there will be an Event in Adele, Iowa the last weekend of July.
They will be hosting a clinic only in March.
d. Susan Heyvaert reported that Northern Lights completed their event calendar. Madison
Wisconsin, will be hold 2 events, the last week of June and August. Wisconsin is not officially
part of Northern Lights, but they have encouraged their Members to attend. Susan H. said that
last year it was mostly made of Novice Participants.
Discussion followed about Affiliate requirements for New Starts. The discussion centered on counting
points for Year‐end Awards, if there is not a signed Affiliate Agreement. Dave Currin will work with New
Starts/Potential Affiliates and report back to the Board. Jay Henson said he felt we need to take a step
back and work with the New Starts, but Points will not count until an Affiliate Agreement is signed.

7. 2014 Affiliate Agreements‐ Cori Atteberry
Cori A. told the Board that she has received Affiliate Agreements from Colorado, Northern Lights, and
South Central. Cori A. has received dues from California, but no paperwork as yet. Arizona said they will
have their Agreement in this week.
8. Potential Director Candidate‐ Mamie Lu Thurston
The NVRHA has a potential new Director candidate from Wyoming. Dave C. has been mentoring her at
their Events in Wyoming. Dave Currin feels like this could be a potential new Affiliate as they would like
to put on 2 Events this year. Susan Heyvaert said we should encourage them to be a part of NVRHA.
However there is the issue of the Affiliate Agreements and Points. Maribeth Darras said that if Mamie
Lou Thurston signs an Affiliate Agreement she automatically becomes a Board Member.
9. 2014 Awards Chairman‐ NVRHA Board
a. Putting year‐end Awards out to bid was discussed by the Board. This could potentially save
money for NVRHA. The current supplier and potential new vendor/ vendors would submit their
proposals. The items would include saddles, breast collars, and saddle pads.
b. The Board discussed the merits of giving the winner of the saddle, a certificate, rather than a
saddle that may not fit them. This would allow the recipient to order a saddle that would fit
them and the recipient could upgrade at their expense. The certificate would be a fixed dollar
amount.
Bob Schubbe moved to put out to bid the saddle vendor, as well as breast collars and saddle pads.
Jeffrey Heyer was 2nd and the motion passed.
Jay Henson felt that this would work, and asked if we currently had an Awards Chairman. Dave C. said
we do not at this time since Scott Duke resigned. Dave Currin asked for an Awards Committee. The
committee that was formed will consist of Bob Schubbe, Jeffrey Heyer, and Shane Bangerter.
It was also brought to the Board’s attention that there are problems with the Legend Award. Shane is
currently working with the artist for his award. Dave C. said the concept of the painting is good, but was
difficult to achieve. Dave Currin asked if we could table the Legend Award until the next meeting, the
Board agreed. Shane Bangerter commended the Board on the quality of the awards at the Finals.
10. 2013 National Finals Recap‐ Becky Grant
Becky Grant reported to the Board that Arizona had received a substantial amount of donations for the
National Finals. The Arizona Affiliate had a nice budget to work with, donated items, and lots of
volunteer hours were put in. The expenses totaled $28,000.00 and included facility, stalls, cattle,
printing, etc.

There was the added expense of purchasing a cow (still living at Anchor Cross). The Banquet/ Socials
incurred a $1700.00 loss, even though Northern Lights and Colorado helped sponsor the socials. Becky
Grant reported that overall there was a $1900.00 profit, with 59 entries competing.
11. 2014 National Finals‐ Arizona Affiliate
Becky Grant told the Board that they have contracted with the Queen Creek facility for 2014. NVRHA will
use the same Banquet Room. Promotion will be more vigorous in 2014 and Arizona will seek more
sponsors. Silver Spurs will still donate, but possibly not on the same scale as last year. Arizona would
also like to incorporate an online auction. Dave Currin thanked Arizona for all their hard work and the
success of the National Finals.
12. Membership Dues
Dave C. asked Cori A. if there was a current count on membership renewals. Cori A. said she did not
have one at this time. Robin Mercier and Cori A. have been working on the best way to solicit
memberships and renewals. Paulette Marshall thought e‐mail renewals would be effective. Dave C.
suggested the Office try the e‐mail approach first. Then upon renewal the new rules will be sent to the
member. Dave Currin also thought that there should be a notice on the cover page of the website
notifying viewers of the rule changes.
13. “Rundown”‐ Donna Stewart
Dave C. opened the floor to Donna Stewart about how she would like to proceed with the publication of
the magazine. Donna said she is concerned with the cost of publishing the magazine and did not want
work on it if there were not funds to get it published and mailed.
Becky Grant thought that the Affiliates could help sell advertisements/ purchase space in the magazine
to make it more profitable. Becky G. also suggested the Affiliates could talk to Judges, Members, etc, for
purchasing ads. The Finals publication had a final cost of $407.00 because of approximately $1000.00 in
ads being purchased.
Jeffrey Heyer moved to publish one spring/ summer print issue of the “Rundown” to re‐cap last year,
and promote the current year. Create a monthly e‐mail/ web based newsletter and publish a Year‐end/
Finals “Rundown” publication.
The motion was amended to include time for the Board and Affiliates to sell advertising to help offset
the cost of publication.
The Maribeth Darras was 2nd and Motion Carried.
At the last printing of the “Rundown” there were 500 copies printed‐ 300 of those were mailed out. The
remainder Dave Currin gave out. Shane B. asked who he should contact to purchase advertising. In his
region he could contact Channing Hawks or Donna Stewart directly.

Susan Heyvaert announced she has stepped down as Chair of the Northern Lights Affiliate. Stephanie
Siitari has taken over that leadership position.
Donna Stewart felt that map on the website was misleading; because it appears we have more states
active, than we actually do. NVRHA needs to insure that the information we supply is correct.
14. Executive Committee Formation‐ Donna Stewart
Donna S. told the Board she felt that this Committee needs a written description of their duties and
obligations to the NVRHA Board. This Committee will be comprised of founding and multiple‐term Board
Members, to be chaired by a Past‐President. The Committee will function in an advisory capacity. Bill
Cantrell has expressed a desire to sit on this committee.
Dave Currin said during this year he will transition the power of the Presidency to Becky Grant. Dave C.
and Becky G., during his stay in Arizona, have been able to discuss at length the future and direction of
NVRHA.
Dave Currin reported that during his term of the Presidency there have been items that he has not been
able to achieve. This due in large part to the day to day obligations of being the President He felt that
this Committee could:
1. Support the current Board by working issues they may not have time for.
2. Develop a plan for NVRHA.
3. Establish goals and milestones for NVRHA.
4. This Committee would make recommendations to the current BOD.
Donna Stewart will Chair the Executive Advisory Committee, until such time as Dave Currin steps down
as President. This Committee is to be a working Board supporting the Board of Directors and the
President. The Chairman of this Committee will also sit on the NVRHA Board of Directors. When Dave C.
steps down as President, he will then Chair the Executive Advisory Committee. Dave C., Becky G., and
Donna S. will meet to work out the details, upon his return from Arizona.
15. Fundraising/ Promotion
Paulette Marshall complimented Becky Grant and the Arizona Affiliate for the job they have done
acquiring sponsors. Paulette M. said Colorado has struggled in this area. Becky G. reported that Silver
Spurs approached them to be a Sponsor. Becky Grant felt that using social media to promote clinics and
events was very helpful. Bob Schubbe and Jeffrey Heyer were also instrumental in reaching out to
potential donors.
Board Members discussed the need for NVRHA to be viewed as a legitimate organization. It is difficult to
go to potential donors because of the size of NVRHA. Dave Currin spoke to this, in that, as a group we do
spend dollars on trailers, hay, grain, trucks, and all the items that support the equine industry.

Paulette Marshall, Becky Grant, Jeffrey Heyer, Bob Schubbe, and Alecia Heinz will form the Committee
for Fundraising and Promotion.
16. NVRHA BOD Meeting Schedule‐
Becky Grant proposed the NVRHA Board meet every other even month and the Affiliate Chairs meet
every other odd Month. The Board voted and adopted this proposal.
BOD Meetings: Tuesday April 1st, 2014‐ 5:00pm, Tuesday June 3rd, 2014 5:00pm, Tuesday August 5th,
2014, Tuesday October 7th, 5:00pm, Tuesday December 2nd 2014, 5:00pm.
Affiliate Chair Meetings‐ Tuesday March 4th,2014 5:00pm, Tuesday May 6th, 2014 5:00pm, Tuesday July
1st, 2014 5:00pm, Tuesday September 2nd, 2014 5:00pm, Tuesday November 4th, 5:00pm.
17. AQHA/ SHOT interaction with NVRHA‐
Jay Henson asked Becky Grant about the interaction between the Arizona Affiliate and other equine
organizations. Becky G. said that they have not had a combined event recently, but the Arizona Affiliate
has a good relationship with the other organizations. Dave C. said he is interested in some joint
participation, but nothing concrete as yet. Jay H. felt that AQHA is having participation problems at the
World Show, specifically the Ranch Horse Versatility classes. Jay H. said that he only has 1 person
attending the World Show. The Board discussed the merits and drawbacks of a combined event.
Paulette Marshall said she is interested in working with other equine organizations in Colorado.
Dave Currin adjourned the meeting at 8:35pm. The next BOD meeting will be Tuesday April 1st, 2014
5:00pm MST.
Respectfully Submitted,
Debbie Raymond

________________________________________
President

__________________________________
Secretary

NVRHA MAJOR RULE CHANGES for 2014
(Effective Oct. ],2013)
For a complete review, consult the 2014 Edition of the NVRHA Official Handbook
1.

Establishment

of an Executive Advisory Board

1f 1.F. Executive Advisory Board
A group of knowledgeable founding and multiple-term Board Members, chaired by a Past President, will function in
a resource advisory capacity. Although their input should weigh heavily, decision-making will remain the
responsibility of the sitting NVRHA Board of Directors. Members will be nominated by the Chairman and must be
confirmed by a majority vote of the NVRHA Board of Directors. The principal charge of the Executive Advisory
Board is as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.
2.

Preservation of historical knowledge, and understanding of founding principles of the NVRHA. The group would
be charged with preserving the NVRHA mission.
Sharing of knowledge and thought processes involved in rulle creation. What has worked and what hasn't. The
group would have an understanding of the NVRHA evolutionary process and be able to guide others around
pitfalls and issues that have been encountered in the past.
The Executive Advisory Board would act as a resource and rich source of knowledge and experience in NVRHA
matters, defining and clarifying the goals of the association.
The Chairman of this Executive Advisory Board shall sit on the member NVRHA Board of Directors.

New Guidelines for holding Back-to-Back Schooling Competitions

1f IV.B. Back-to-Back Schooling Competitions
To hold Back-to-Back Schooling Competitions, the following conditions must be met:
- Must be a Level 2 Affiliate
- If the same two Judges are used for both days, they must be flip-flopped. Judge One judges cattle classes during first
Schooling Competition, dry classes during second Schooling Competition. Judge Two judges dry classes during first
Schooling Competition, cattle classes during second Schooling Competition. Conformation judged by a different
judge at each Schooling Competition.
- Second Competition cannot begin until the first competition is completed.
-Each Level 2 Affiliate may not hold more than one Back-to-Back Competition per Event Year.
3.

Clarification

of "When a cow is Penned"

1f v.G.J3. **The cow will be considered penned when the complete cow has entered the box portion of the pen with the
tail past the wing.
4.

Working Ranch Horse Time Limit Changed from 6 Minutes to 4 Minutes to complete the class.

1f V.H.h. **There is a four (4) minute time limit in the combined cow work and roping portion ofthe class (after the
reining portion of the class has been completed). The clock will start when the gate is closed after the cow enters the
arena. At the two (2) minute mark, there will be a two (2) minute warning. When the four (4) minute time limit has
expired, the exhibitor will be required to exit the arena.
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5.

Working Ranch Horse - Judge Whistles for New Cow.

v.n.g.

If time and number of cattle permit, the judge may, at his discretion, award new cattle, to enable the contestant to
show his horse's ability on the cow, based on the following criteria:
a.
The cow won't or can't run
b.
The cow won't leave the end of the arena
c.
The cow is blind or won't yield to the horse
d.
The cow leaves the arena in the all arotHld
The clock will reset to 4 minutes after receiving new cow.

and

v.n.2)d.

If time and nwnber of cattle permit, the judge may, at his discretion, award a new cow, based on the following
criteria:
a.
The cow won't or can't run
b.
The cow won't leave the end ofthe arena
c.
The cow is blind or won't yield to the horse
d.
The cow leaves the arena
The clock will reset to 4 minutes after receiving new cow.

6.

Working Ranch Horse Time Limit Changed

from 6 Minutes to 4 Minutes to complete the class.

, V.H.h. **There is a four (4) minute time limit in the combined cow work and roping portion of the class (after the
reining portion ofthe class has been completed). The clock will start when the gate is closed after the cow enters the
arena. At the two (2) minute mark, there will be a two (2) minute warning. When the four (4) minute time limit has
expired, the exhibitor wiJI be required to exit the arena.
7.

Working Ranch Horse - Roping.
~ V.H.3)1. Any catch in which the rope goes over the head (cow looks through the loop) and holds the cow, is a legal catch.
For a catch to be legal cow must look through loop. The quality of the catch will be a factor considered by the Judge in
assigning the maneuver score. A heal or leg catch (cow does not look through the loop) is an illegal catch but may be used to
stop the cow.

8.

Ranch Conformation will be judged individually one horse in the arena being judged one at a time with dismissal from the
arena once the judge completes judging. The head-to-taillineup
of horses will no longer be used.
, V.L A. Ranch Conformation
The purpose of this class is to select horses that are the most positive combination of form (balance, way of going and
structure, substance/muscle, and conformation features) -to-function (as demonstrated in Ranch Cutting, Working Ranch
Horse, Ranch Trail, and Ranch Riding)

1.

Form: 60% of the Ranch Conformation Score will be evaluated by the judge individually. Balance, way of
going and structure, substance/muscle,
head and neck, shoulders/withers/heart
girth, and hip/loin/back will be
rated on a scale from below average to excellent. Credit can be earned for good conditioning, showmanship
and manners.

2.

Function: The remaining 40% of the Ranch Conformation Score will be determined by the horse/rider team's
performance in Ranch Riding, Ranch Trail, Ranch Cutting and Working Ranch Horse during the performance classes
of the schooling competition. 10% of each class performance score will be added to the Structural Correctness and
Balance Scores. The Total Ranch Conformation Score will be the addition of the Structural Correctness Score (legs)
plus the Balance Score (form) and the Function Score (10% of Cutting- Working- Trail-Riding Scores).

3.

Grooming: No hoof polish, braided manes, or tail extensions are allowed. Trimming inside the ear is discouraged.
Trimming bridal paths, fetlocks or facial hair is allowed.

4.

Ranch Form Conformation

judging:

All horses will be judged individually,
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one horse in the arena being judged!

S.

one at a time with dismissal from the arena once the judge completes judging. The exhibitor will walk the horse
to the judge from the start cone, square the horse for inspection and maintain the horse both square and alert
with balanced weight on all four legs during the judge's evaluation. Upon the judges instruction, the exhibitor
will trot the horse to a designated cone, turning 90°at the cone and continue trotting to a second cone, again
turning 90° at the second cone and continue trotting to a third cone where he/she will stop and again square the
horse for inspection. Upon the signal from the judge, the horse and exhibitor will be excused from the arena.
Credits
a)
Conditioning: Horses should be fit. They should be in proper weight and muscle tone with a healthy
hair coat and proper shoeing. Judges may score from a -3 very poor to a +3 excellent for that element.
Conditioning is an element that can be improved upon by the rider with proper attention and practice.
b)
Showmanship: Horse should be exhibited to the judge in a manner in which the judge can easily
examine all conformation features. The walk to the Judge should be direct and straight. The Square
for Examination should be accomplished quickly with all four feet as square as possible, with the horse
alert with weight evenly distributed. The trot should be upon command and of even speed. The horse
should be well mannered at all times. Judges may score from a -3 very poor to a +3 excellent for that
element. Showmanship is an element that can be improved upon by the rider with proper attention
and practice.
RANCH HORSE CONFORMATION

2014

JUDGING PATTERN
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can be judged at anytime during the weekend at event management discretion.

Movement into and out of Limited Amateur Division has been relaxed.
, VILe. Limited Amateur Division

Moving INTO the Limited Division:
Inclusion in the Limited Division is open to any Amateur horse/rider team. The normal progression will be from Novice to
Intermediate, but any current horse/rider teams with a permanent division assignment may opt to go to the Limited Division
by submitting a statement in writing to the NVRHA office prior to competing in their first event as a Limited.
The Participant can move in and out of the Limited Division once in an Event/Season Year. Points will stay in the
Division the participant earned them. The Participant must notify the NVRHA office, in writing, of the move either in
or out prior to the first event in which he/she will participate in the new/changed Division. The Participant must
notify an Event Manager at the Event if there is a Division change or no Points will be awarded.
Because a rider/horse team may remain in the Limited Division indefinitely, that team will be allowed to win the National
Year-end Overall award only ONCE EVERY THREE YEARS. Championship points will continue to be earned as normal.
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10. First Time Participants that do not attend a clinic may go into the Advanced or Limited Division and after two shows will
get their permanent division assignment.
~ VILe. Limited Amateur

Division, 6th paragraph:

If a horse/rider team has moved up to the Limited Division from the Novice Division, or opted directly into the Limited
Division - they will move up to the Intermediate Division when electing to leave Limited. The average score of the first 2
events in the Intermediate Amateur division will determine their permanent division assignment. No permanent division
assigned Limited Amateur horse/rider team will be allowed to move to the Novice division.
~ VILD. Youth and Amateur

Division Placement

Should a first time eventer or new horse/rider team not attend the clinic prior to the Schooling Competition, he or she will be
assigned to the Advanced Division or the Limited Division and be eligible for placement points and awards and NVRHA
Championship points. During the Competition the Judge will whistle the rider off the cow should any unsafe situation be
observed. Should the rider not attend the clinic prior to his or her second competition, he or she must remain in the Advanced
Division or the Limited Division. If a clinic is attended prior to the second competition, the clinician will place the
horse/rider team in the appropriate division. After the first two competitions have been completed, the average score will
establish the permanent Division assignment for the remaining event year.
11. Application

of the Register of Merit Rule use in calculation

of Championship

Points with examples.

~IX.e.
1.

NVRHA Register of Merit
Any horse/rider team achieving 10 Champion Points in any specific class receives a Register of Merit ("ROM")
for that class. As a bonus to non-ROM horse/rider teams achieving Level of Achievement scores, a non-ROM
horse/rider team placing one place below a ROM horse/rider team will be elevated to receive the same Champion
Point(s) as the ROM horse/rider team above him/heir.
EXAMPLE: (based on 15 horse\rider teams)

Rider\Horse
A) ROM Earner
B)
C) ROM Earner
D)
E)
F)

Score

78
77
75
73
71
68

Points
3

3*
2
2*
1
112

*Horse/Rider placing elevated - Register of Merit Rule
2.

Breaking Champion

Points Ties

Champion Points will be awarded
tiebreakers.

after ties in Class Scores are broken based on a pre-determined
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set of

EXAMPLE: Class based on 23 horse/rider teams of which all participated

Class Score
77
76
75
74
73
71
70
67

Champion
Points
4
3
2
1
Y:,

in all 5 classes.

Class Score
77
76 ROM
76
75
75
73ROM
70
70

Champion

Champion
Points
4
3
3
2
1
Y:,

'h

Champion

Class Score

Points

Class Score

Points

77
76
75
74 ROM
73
71 ROM
70
67

4
3
2
I
I
Y:,
Y:,

77 ROM
73
71 ROM
69 ROM
69
69
62
62 ROM

4
4
3
2
2
I
Y:,

Class Score
77
73
71
69 ROM
67 ROM
63 ROM
62
58 ROM

Champion
Points
4
3
2
1
Y:,

Class Score
80 ROM
79 ROM
76 ROM
75
75
73
70
70

Champion
Points
4
3
2
2
1
Y:,

12. The Award Year will be 1 Oct-I5 September of the following year.

,IXF. Award Year
The A ward Year will be the 15t of October thru the 15th of September of the following year. September 15th is the year-end
for NVRHA Championship Points and Placement Point accumulation for Year End Awards. All participants (rider/horse
teams) will begin the new event year (1 st of Oct) 1 with ZERO (0) Placement Points. Championship Points are cumulative
and carry over from year to year. Division placements will be based upon the scores received in the previous year.
13. Horse substitution will be allowed at the National Championshill!
, X/A. Eligibility

A horse/rider team must compete in two schooling competitions in all five classes during the preceding award year to be
eligible to participate in the National Championship.
A rider having participated

in two competitions during the event year may substitute any horse at the National

Championship so long as the substituted horse has a Permanent Division assigned to the same rider. The substituted
horse/rider will compete in their assigned division.
As of July 31 st of each year, NVRHA will notify participants who are eligible to attend the National Championship event.
However, you may continue to qualify through the 2nd week of September.
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Champion Points Tie Breakers
Ranch Riding
1.
2.
3.
4.

Extended Trot
Transition down lope/walk/stop
Transition lope/lope
Lope departure and lope
5. Trot reverse
6. Stop and back

Working Ranch
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Stop Cow
BoxCow
Stop back or Stop rollback depending on pattern
First lead change or first lope circle and lead change
First Turn
Rope Handling

Cutting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Penning
Driving to pen between marker and fence
Set up for cutting
Courage and Cow sense
Eye appeal
Working center of arena

Ranch Trail
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

Drag Log
Dismount, drop bridle, ground tie, pick up all 4 feet, remount
Open, walk through, close gate
Lope
Trot
Walk

Ranch Conformation
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.

Working Ranch Score
Ranch Riding Score
Cutting Score
Overall Balance Score
Ranch Trail Score
Fitness & Condition

NVRHA - P&L 2013 - Last year
1/1/2013 through 12131/2013
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1/27/2014
Category

1/11201312131/2013

INFLOWS
Affiliate Income
Arizona
California
Colorado
Northern Lights
TOTAL Affiliate Income

4,775.00
2,536.00
3,475.00
3,150.00
13,936.00

Clinic Income
NEW MEXICO
Hashknife
Watrous
TOTAL NEW MEXICO
SOUTH CENTRAL
Dodge City
Kearney,MO
WH Rendezvous
Wisconsin
TOTAL SOUTH CENTRAL
WYOMING
TOTAL Clinic Income
Clinician Dues
Membership

dues

320.00
9,543.50
9,863.50
395.00
2,000.00
-571.75
8,141.00
5,415.00
15,379.25
5,149.00
30,391.75
1,026.50
8,292.79

National Championship
Advertising
Auction
donations
TOTAL National Championship
TOTAL INFLOWS

1,025.00
13,195.01
0.00
14,220.01
67,867.05

OUTFLOWS
Advertising
Advertising

Income

Finals Program
Magazine Ad
Rundown
Website
TOTAL Advertising

-250.00
1,432.72
350.00
3,646.75
3,930.00
9,109.47

Awards
YEAREND

126.32
23,334.20

TOTAL Awards

23,460.52

General

Cattle Numbers
NEW MEXICO
Watrous
TOTAL NEW MEXICO

81.84
81.84

SOUTH CENTRAL
WH Rendezvous
TOTAL SOUTH CENTRAL

TOTAL Cattle Numbers
Cattle Rental

48.06
48.06

129.90
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111/2013Category

12131/2013

NEW MEXICO
Watrous
TOTAL NEW MEXICO

2,900.00
2,900.00

SOUTH CENTRAL
WH Rendezvous
Wisconsin
TOTAL SOUTH CENTRAL
WYOMING
TOTAL Cattle Rental

1,543.00
1,200.00
2,743.00
390.00
6,033.00

Clinician Contract Labor
NEW MEXICO
Watrous
TOTAL NEW MEXICO

2,918.00
2,918.00

SOUTH CENTRAL
WH Rendezvous
Wisconsin
TOTAL SOUTH CENTRAL
WYOMING
TOTAL Clinician Contract Labor

3,200.00
1,501.00
4,701.00
2,271.00
9,890.00

Facility Rental
NEW MEXICO
Watrous
TOTAL NEW MEXICO

2,840.00
2,840.00

SOUTH CENTRAL
Brooklyn
WH Rendezvous
Wisconsin
TOTAL SOUTH CENTRAL
WYOMING
TOTAL Facility Rental
Insurance
Legal and Accounting
Misc. Expense

60.80
1.400.00
1,275.00
2,735.80
1,280.00
6,855.80
3,272.83
10.00
-27.00

Office
banking Fees
Contract Labor
Other
Telephone
TOTAL Office

128.82
4,830.00
996.65
105.44
6,060.91

Profit Sharing
Colorado
TOTAL Profit Sharing

1,087.79
-1,087.79

Social, meals, misc.
New Mexico
Watrous
TOTAL New Mexico

828.00
828.00

South Central
WH Rendevous
TOTAL South Central
Wyoming
TOTAL Social, meals, misc.

1,800.00
1,800.00
638.50
3,266.50
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Category
TOTAL OUTFLOWS
OVERALL TOTAL

1/1120131213112013
69,149.72
-1,282.67

Mamie Lou Thurston
HC 62 Box 7482
Star Valley Ranch, WY 83127
(307) 413-6909
canyonrivr@silverstar.com
February 5, 2014
Dear NVRHA Board Members:

I have prepared this short overview of my equine experience at the request of Mr. Dave Currin
of the NVRHA. I am very honored and would very much like to become part of the NVRHA
Board.
I have been riding since I can remember.

The very site of a horse makes me smile. The feeling I

get when I am around a horse and riding cannot be described in words ... it simply makes me
happy. I have been competing since I was a little girl. I was in 4-H, I was a rodeo queen (don't
hold that against me), I participated

in college rodeo (roping), and I competed in the National

Reined Horse Association (NRHA). I have been involved in the rodeo world, and also the show
world.

I am a country girl at heart and find that I am most comfortable

around, and with, horse

people. I can talk horses all day long.
Equine Background
•

College Rodeo, College of Southern Idaho 1988-89, Roping

•

Rode and Competed

NRHA 2004-2006,

6th place out of 6 Western States, at the Affiliate

Finals in South Jordon Utah 2004, the top 3 places went on to the NRHA World Finals in
Oklahoma.
•

NVRHA

o

Driggs, Idaho 2008, Saddleback Arena, won the Limited Division, and a NVRHA
Buckle.

o

Latigo Arena May 2013, meet a group of wonderful

NVRHA people.

o

NVRHA Event Coordinator Alpine Wy June/Aug 2013, won the Intermediate
Division at the June event, did not ride the second July event.

Ranch Horse Associated Goals

I would like to see the NVRHA Youth Program expand. I would like to see more NVRHA Events in
Wyoming, and Idaho. I would like to be an Advocate for an Association that promotes an "All
Around Horse". I have been part of the reining world and what I took from that experience is
that I wanted to DO more events, not just reining. I grew up around cattle and this is what
excites me about the NVRHA. You are able to, and expected to, cut, fence and rope a cow and
then settle down and maneuver through a slow and controlled horsemanship pattern.

This

takes a good horse, and a skilled rider. This is more my style, and I believe takes more talent as
a riding team.
NVRHA draws me in because this event is geared toward, and is accepting of, all breeds of
horses and all riding levels of horse men and women.

I love the event structure of all 5 events.

This is exactly what will help all riders have an "All Around Broke Horse!" Versatility says it all!
I was raised in a farming/ranching

community where it did NOT matter if your horse had a

Grand Slam pedigree, or he was one of your old ranch hands. I believe that a good horseman is
someone who is willing to learn, be patient and spend the time it takes to build a working
relationship with their horse. I am a very hard working personality, with a flair for humor.

I

sure did enjoy all the NVRHA personalities I met in May of last year at the Latigo Arena and at
my two events in Wyoming.
I hope you will find me as a qualified individual who would love to help expand the world of the
NVRHA over here in the "Cowboy State" of Wyoming.

Yes...1said "Cowboy State."

Thank you for even considering me as a candidate Board member.

Thank you very much,

Mamie Lou Thurston

I feel that already is enough.

